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ABSTRACT 
Let U - AV be an n X n pencil with unitary matrices U and V. An algorithm is 
presented which reduces U and V simultaneously to unitary block diagonal matrices 
G, = Q”UP and G, = Q”VP with block size at most two. It is an O(n3) process 
using Householder eliminations, and it is backward stable. In the special case V = I 
the block diagonal matrices G,,Gf can be normalized so that their entries are just 
the Schur parameters of the Hessenberg condensed form of U. We call G, - AG, a 
Schur parameter pencil. It can also be derived from U, V by a Lanczos-like process. 
For the solution of the eigenvalue problem for G, - AG, a Q&type algorithm can be 
developed based on this unitary reduction of a pencil U - AV to a Schur parameter 
pencil. The condensed form is preserved throughout the process. Each iteration step 
needs only O(n) operations. This method of solving the unitary eigenvalue problem 
seems to be the closest possible analogy to the QR method for the Hermitian 
eigenvalue problem. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Computational methods specially developed for the solution of the uni- 
tary eigenvalue problem have been considered in [l], [7], [ll], [12], [13], [14], 
and [18]. The approach in [l], [ll], [12], [13], and [14] is based on the initial 
reduction of the unitary matrix U to a unitary upper Hessenberg matrix 
QfUQo = H with real nonnegative subdiagonal entries. It makes use of the 
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fact that H is a product of elementary reflectors 
(1.1) H=G,(YJG2(Y2) *-*WY”), 
where for k =l,...,n-1 
(1.2) 
with ak E lk$ a, > 6, lyk]’ + lcrklz = I> and 
(1.3) G,(y,) = diag(L-,2 - Y,> 
with ly,,y,l = 1. Here Zj denotes the j X j identity matrix, and Yk denotes the 
complex conjugate of Yk. The parameters (Yk}k E (i,, ,,,“) are called (normul- 
ized) Schur parameters of H, and (o&k E(l,,.,,n_-l, (normalized) complemen- 
tar-y Schur parameters of H; see [ll]. Computing spectral data for an 
orthogonal or unitary Hessenberg matrix is a problem that arises for instance 
in signal processing (see e.g. [2], [3], and [6]), and in this context the Yk are 
also called reflection coefftcients. In statistics they are referred to as partial 
correlation coe&ients. 
It can easily be shown (see [l]) that H can be transformed by a unitary 
similarity transformation into QrHQl = COG:, where 
(1.4) G,=G,(Y,)G,(Y,)G,(Y,) . ..Gz[(.+1),2,--1(~2[(n+1),2~--1) 
is the product of all odd numbered elementary reflectors in (1.11, and 
(1.5) G,H = G,(Y,)G,(Y&,(Y,) * . . G,~n,&z~n,el) 
is the product of all even numbered elementary reflectors in (1.1). Here 
[xl= max(i E jzli < x). The eigenvalue problem for the unitary matrix U is 
thus equivalent to the eigenvalue problem for the unitary matrix pencil 
(1.6) Go-AG,. 
G,,G, are block diagonal matices with block size at most two. The nontriv- 
ial entries are the Schur parameters and their conjugates and the comple- 
mentary Schur parameters. We call a matrix pencil of the form (1.6) a 
(normalized) Schur parameter pencil. We will present a QR-like algorithm 
for a Schur parameter pencil which creates a sequence of Schur parameter 
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pencils by unitary equivalence transformations, each iteration step needing 
O(n) operations. 
In analogy to the implicit QR method, each step of the iteration destroys 
the condensed form of the current Schur parameter pencil a little by 
introducing a “bulge” and then restores the condensed form for this unitary 
matrix pencil. 
In Section 2 we will first present an algorithm which reduces an arbitrary 
unitary pencil U - AV to a Schur parameter pencil by an elimination process 
which needs essentially $n” flops. The elimination can be represented by 
products of Householder transformations, resulting in unitary matrices P and 
Q, such that 
(1*7) QHUP = G, and QHVP = G, 
and G, - AG, is a Schur parameter pencil. G,, Gf can’ be normalized so 
that their entries are exactly those which can be derived from the usual 
Hessenberg condensed form of Uv H. If U,V are real orthogonal matrices, 
the process stays in real arithmetic. 
It is also possible to produce the unitary pentadiagonal matrix G,Gf 
from ZJV” by an elimination process with Householder transformations. We 
present an algorithm based on this elimination, which for a given unitary 
matrix U constructs a unitary matrix Q and a Schur parameter pencil 
G, - AC, such that G, = QHVQG,. This algorithm needs essentially $r” 
flops to transform U - AZ into the equivalent problem G, - AC,. It should 
be the method of choice to derive a Schur parameter pencil G, - AC,, as an 
initial reduction of the eigenvalue problem for the unitary matrix U to 
condensed form. We note, however, that in the signal processing applications 
we referred to, the unitary matrix is already given via Schur parameters, i.e. 
in the form G, - AG,. Thus for these cases no initial reduction to condensed 
form is necessary. But the reduction of a unitary pencil to a Schur parameter 
pencil is required as a basis for the eigenvalue iteration. 
In Section 3 we prove that this reduction is essentially unique for a fixed 
first column vector qi of Q, if all complementary Schur parameters of 
G, - AG, are nonzero. The reduction can also be derived from a Lanzcos-like 
procedure. Because the interesting case for applications is V = I, we show 
that for the pencil U - AZ the Schur parameter pencil G, - AG, and Q from 
(1.7) can be constructed by a Lanczos-like three term recurrence relation. It 
is a process which sequentially orthonormalizes the vectors 
(1.8) Q1,Uq,,UHq,,U~q,,(U~)H~l,...,~i~l~(~i)H~17... . 
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In Section 4 the reduction process to a Schur parameter pencil using 
Householder eliminations is shown to be backward stable. For a given 
unitary matrix U we prove that the computed pencil 6, - hGe is exactly 
unitarily equivalent to a slightly perturbed pencil U + AU - h(Z + AZ), in 
which I(AUllE is at most (1+2fi> %(n - 1>12.36& eps and llAZl12 is at most 
12.36eps, where eps is the machine precision, and 11. IIE and II* II2 the 
Euclidean and the spectral norm, respectively. 
Section 5 sketches the implicit shift QR-type algorithm for a Schur 
parameter pencil G, - AG,. Starting with GA = G, and Gb = G,, a sequence 
of Schur parameter pencils G,k - AG,k is constructed. In each step the first 
column zk of (G,k - pkG,k) or of (G,k - pkG,kxG,k”- e,Gf) is computed for 
the single shift or double shift algorithm, respectively. A unitary matrix Qk,O 
is constructed for which Q&zk is a multiple of the first unit vector, and 
(I.9 G,” = Q[,G,k and Gt = QraG,k 
are formed. C,” - Ad,” differs from a Schur parameter pencil only by very 
few additional entries. The iteration is then completed by reducing G,” - AGt 
to a Schur parameter pencil again by the algorithm of Section 2. For this 
special form the reduction is an O(n) “bulge chasing process,” and therefore 
the whole iteration step costs only O(n) operations. If G, - AG, is a real 
orthogonal pencil and pk, 8, are always chosen such that their sum and 
product are real, then the computation stays in real arithmetic. The sequence 
of the unitary pentadiagonal matrices (G,kGiH)k EN is the sequence which 
the usual single or double shifted implicit QR algorithm applied to G,GF 
would produce if we did without the initial reduction of G,GF to upper 
Hessenberg form. 
This method of solving the unitary eigenvalue problem seems to be the 
closest possible analog to the QR method for the Hermitian eigenvalue 
problem. 
2. UNITARY REDUCTION TO A SCHUR PARAMETER PENCIL 
DEFINITION 2.1. For k = 1 ,..., n-l and (Y,/~,T,EEC such that 
[ a 17 P 51 
is unitary, define 
(2.2) Gk(O-,p,t,q) =di% Ik-I ( >[; ;],zn-k-I). 
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For (~,fi E @ such that ((~1 = I/31 = 1 define 
(2.3) G,(a,l,O,O) =diag(a,L-,), G,(l,P,O,O) = diag(&-,,P). 
(i) An n X n matrix pencil G, - AG, is called a Schur parameter pencil if 
there exists a set of parameters 
ai>Pi,37i’5i EcT i=O,...,n, 
where PO = (Y, = 1, na = rl,, = 60 = 5, = O, and 
is unitary for k = 0,. . . , n, such that 
[(n + I)/21 
(2.4) G,= n G,j_,(cu,j-l,Pzj-1~Sej-1~‘2j--1) 
j=1 
and 
[n/21 
(2.5) G,= .,FO Gzj(“zj,Pzj.52j~~~j). 
We call the parameter pairs (a,, &,),(ar, PI>, . . . ,(a,, P,> Schur parameters 
of G, - AG,, and the parameter pairs (tl, nr), . . . ,(5,_ 1, qn_ ,) complemen- 
taq Schur parameters of G, - AG,. 
(ii) We call the Schur parameter pencil G, - AG, normalized if all 
complementary parameters are real and nonnegative and if (Y,, = 1, ‘Yk = - pk 
for k ~{l,..., n-l). Jnthiscasethereexist yr ,..., y,,~C,a~ ,..., a,_,~[w+ 
u {O} such that for all k = 1,. . . , n - 1 
(2.6) 
and 
yl,. . . , y,, are called normalized Schur parameters, and ul,. . . , a,,_ 1 normal- 
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ized complementary Schur parameters. We then define 
(2.7) 
Gk(yk) =Gk( -~/t>Yk,gk,flk), k =l,...,n-1, 
G,(y,,) =G,(1,y,>O,O). 
We remark that our definition of Schur parameters is more general than 
in [l-3, 11, 13, 141. The Schur parameters defined there coincide with the 
normalized Schur parameters of our definition, and likewise the complemen- 
tary Schur parameters are what we here call normalized complementary 
Schur parameters. 
It is obviously possible to scale a Schur parameter pencil G, - AC, by 
unitary diagonal matrices A,, A, such that the complementary Schur param- 
eters in A,(G, - AG,)h, are real and nonnegative and this pencil is a 
normalized Schur parameter pencil. The following algorithm achieves this 
normalization. By el we denote in the following the Ith unit vector. 
ALGORITHM 2.8 (Normalization of a Schur parameter pencil). Given an 
n-dimensional Schur parameter pencil G, - AC, with the notation as in 
(2.4), (2.5), this algorithm computes unitary diagonal matrices A,,A, and a 
normalized Schur parameter pencil CON- AC,” such that A,(G, - AGJA, = 
Gr - AG:. The matrices G,,G, are overwritten by Gr and GF, respec- 
tively. 
Initialize A, = I. 
Compute A, = 1 -(l- ‘Ya)e,eT. 
Update G, = G,A,, G, = G,A,. 
FOR k = 1,. . . , n - 1 
IF &=qk=O 
THEN 
Compute D, = Z -(l+ (Yk&)ek+iel+i. 
Update G, = D,G,, G, = D,G,, and A, = D,A. 
ELSE 
Compute 
Update 
D,=Z-(l-sign~l,)ek+le~+,, 
D,=I-(l-sign~~)ek+,e~+,. 
G, = D,G,D,, G, = D,G, D, 
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and 
A, = D,A,, A,=A,D, 
For our constructions we will use the following notation. 
NOTATION 2.9. Let z E Cn, z # 0. 
(i) For 1 Q j < k < n we denote by P(j, k, z) the Householder transfor- 
mation defined below, which eliminates the entries j + 1 through k in the 
vector z, i.e. 
(2.10) P( j,k,z)z Espan(e, ,..., ej,ek+i ,..., e,}. 
Here we have 
1 
P(j,k,z)=z- -2vvH, 
IlVlls 
where vH = [O,. . . ,O, zj + (sign z,>a, Zj+i,. . . , Z,., 0,. . . , O] and (Y = 
(c:_jlzfY? If z is real, then P( j, k, z) is a real matrix. Note that 
(2.11) 
(ii) For any M E Cnx” the vectors consisting of the columns and rows of 
the matrix are denoted by the corresponding small letter as m * i, m * 2,. . . , 
m,, and m,,,m,,,...,m,,, respectively. The matrix entries are denoted 
by double subscripted small letters mjl for j, I E (1,. . . , n}. For any x E @” 
the k th entry is denoted by xk. 
The following theorem gives a constructive proof for the existence of a 
unitary transformation of a unitary pencil to a Schur parameter pencil. This 
construction is the basis of our algorithm. 
THEOREM 2.12. Let U,V E Cnx” be unitary. There exist unitary n x n 
matrices Q and P such that 
QHUP - hQHVP = G, - AG, 
is a Schur parameter pencil. The transformution can be computed with a finite 
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number of operations. If U and V are real orthogonal matrices, then Q and P 
can be chosen to be real. 
Proof. Q and P are constructed as products of Householder transforma- 
tions in n - 1 steps, each step creating one of the diagonal blocks in G, or 
G,. The proof is by induction. For n = 1 the theorem is trivial. Let n > 1. 
An additional preparatory step first introduces zeros in the first row and 
column of V. 
Preparatory step: Define P,f = P(l, n, Cl * > and 
(2.13) u(O) := up,, v(O) := vp 
0’ 
Then U(O), V(O) are of the form 
(2.13a) U(O)= 
where x stands for a possibly nonzero entry. 
Because V’(O) is unitary, the elimination with PO will also automatically create 
the zeros in the first column of V(O). If n = 2, then U(O) - A%‘(‘) is in Schur 
parameter pencils. Assume that for k E {0, . . . , n - 3) we have unitary matri- 
ces Q,” and Pk, such that with the notation of (2.2), (2.3) we have 
(2.14) 
UCk’ = QFUPk 
and 
I 
[k PI 
(2.15) VCk’=QfVPk= j~~GZj(‘Y,j.PZj.~Bj,Oej) diag(Isik/sl+i~~)~ 1 
where O and O are unitary matrices of dimension n - 2[(k + D/2] and 
(2.16) Z, = diag( 1, P^i) 
and 
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ra - 2[k /2] - 1, respectively. Assume first that k is even. We can then create 
an additional diagonal block in O without destroying the block form already 
achieved for Uck’ and VCk’ in the following way: 
Define 1= n - k. Because k is even, 1 is the dimension of fi and 1 - 1 is 
the dimension of O. Let 2, = P(Z,Z, ii .+ r). Then Z, is of the form [see (2.101 
(2.17) 
V= Z, diag(l,V) = 
-.* x 
. . . X 
.** x 
. ) 
. . . :I x 
1 0 0 *.* 
0 x x *.* 
. * . . . . . . . 
0 x x .*- 
0 
x 
:i 
. . 
X 
Because 0 is still unitary, at least one of the entries C,,,ii,, is nonzero. If 
Iii,,1 > lii,,l, then iis * G span{e,}, and we define Z, = P(Z,Z,z, *). Other- 
. _ 
wise ui * e span{e,) and we define Z, = P(2, I, zi *). Then Z, is of the form 
(2.18) Z, = diag( 1, tz) 
and 
(2.19) 
: 
x x 0 -*a 
; 
0 . . . 
; x . . . 
. . . 
. . . 
. . . 
0 0 x *** 
I 
1 0 0 **. 
0 x x *a* 
Q=VZF= 0 x x **. 
. . . . . . 
. * . 
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The additional zeros in 8, which are not enforced by the elimination with 
z,, z,“, must occur because d is still unitary. Thus the first column has to be 
orthogonal to columns 3 through 1, which can only happen if zeros occur in 
both rows 1 and 2, as shown above. Moreover, the first two rows are 
orthogonal to rows 3 through 1, which can only be true if ii * 2 E spame,, ~1. 
If we define (Y k+l = ii,,, &+, = ii,,, 5k+i = fi,,, and qk+l= ii,,, and WI = 
diag(Zztk,el+i, Pi), W, = diag(Ietk,al+r, iz), then we get 
Kk + 2)/21 = II G2j-1( ~Zj-1,PZj-1’52j-1,772j-l )I ( diag I,[(, + 2),2,) 7 0) 1 j=l 
where d is an n - 2[(k + 2)/2] = n - k -2 dimensional unitary matrix, and 
[k/21 
V(k+l)=WIV(k)WE= n Gzj(azj,Pzj,6ej>V2j) di%(b[k/zl+l~q)~ 
j=O 1 
where V is an n - 2[ k /2] - 1 = n - k - 1 dimensional unitary matrix. 
Now assume that k is odd. We can then create an additional diagonal 
block in V of (2.15) without destroying the block form already achieved for 
Uck) and VCk). The dimension of 0 is now n - k = 1, and the dimension of 6 
is n - k - 1 = I - 1. The same construction as above, with the roles of fi and 
0 interchanged, makes the unitary matrices W, and W, eliminate the 
(k +3)rd through nth entries in rows and columns k + 1 and k +2 of VCk’ 
and gives 
U’k + 1) = w,u’~‘W,~ 
[(k +1)/21 
= n Gaj-l( (Y2j-1,P2j-1,52j-1~72j-l 
j=l 
and 
v(k+l) = wly’k’w2H 
[ 
Kk + O/21 
= jvo Gzj(azjpPzj>52j,T2j) diag(Z2~ck+1,/2l+l,~)’ 1 
Obviously this construction stays in real arithmetic if U and V are real 
orthogonal matrices. n 
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The construction in the proof above leads to the following algorithm for 
the reduction of a unitary pencil to a Schur parameter pencil. 
ALGORITHM 2.20 (Reduction of a unitary pencil to a Schur parameter 
pencil). Given unitary n X n matrices U and V, n > 1, this algorithm 
computes unitary n X n matrices P, Q, G,, G, E Cn Xn such that G, = QUP H 
and G, = QVPH, and G, - AG, is a Schur parameter pencil. U and V are 
overwritten by G, and G,, respectively. 
Initialize Q = I. 
Compute Z = P(1, 72, V, *). 
Update U = UZH, V = VZH, and set P = ZH. 
FOR k=l,...,n-2 
IF k isoddTHEN x=u*~ ELSE x=v*~. 
Compute Z = P(k + 1, n, x). 
Update U = ZU, V = ZV, Q = ZQ. 
IF k isoddTHEN x=uk* and y=uk+,*. 
ELSE x=vk* and Y=v~+~*. 
IF (Xk(>lfJkl THEN W=&j ELSE W=?. 
Compute Z = P(k + 1, n, w). 
Update U = UZH, V = VZH, and P = ZP. 
REMARK 2.21. 
(i) If the computation of the Householder matrices and the updates are 
performed according to [lo, pp. 40, 411, then this algorithm, without explic- 
itly forming Q and P, requires essentially fn” flops. 
(ii) The algorithm above gives real orthogonal P, Q, G,, and G, if U and 
V are real orthogonal. 
(iii) Note that with this construction the first column vector of Q is e,. 
(iv) Obviously the roles of U and V can be interchanged in the theorem 
and algorithm above, thus leading to a transformation G, = QHVP, G, = 
QHUP, where G, - AG, is a Schur parameter pencil. 
(v) Note that G,Gf is a unitary pentadiagonal and block tridiagonal 
matrix of the form 
G,G,H = 
x x x 0 0 0 
x x x 0 0 0 
OxxxxO 
oxxxxo 
oooxxx 
OOOxxx 
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If one of the complementary parameters in the Schur parameter pencil is 
zero, then G, - AG, splits into two smaller dimensional problems which are 
Schur parameter pencils again. 
EXAMPLE 2.22. Let n = 6 and 5s = 0. Then qs = 0, 
G,=diag([tf ;:I.[: is 
G.=diag(q,,[t: ij.[;: 
The eigenvalue problem splits into 
and 
Note that the latter pencil is of the form G, - AC,. 
If one of the unitary matrices U and V is the identity, the above 
algorithm still requires about $rr” flops. In this case, or if instead of U and V 
the matrix WH is given an elimination process using Householder matrices 
can be set up, which in essence produces the pentadiagonal matrix G,G,‘I 
which needs only half the number of operations. The parameters of G, and 
G, can be extracted stepwise as we construct the leading principal pentadi- 
agonal submatrices. 
We demonstrate this algorithm on a 5 x 5 example: Let U E Csx5 be a 
unitary matrix. Set P, = P(2,5, u * i), then 
x x x x x 
x x x x x 
~(1) = pluplH = 0 x x x x . 
[ 1 0 x x x x 0 x x x x 
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If lz#l> Iu(zi)l, then ~‘2’; e spanie,). In this case set Pz = P(3,5,u(& ), 
Otherwise uy! e span(e,}. In this case set PZ = P(3,5, try? ). Then 
U(Z) = p,(J(‘)p,H = 
I 
x x x 
“0 
x x 
x x 
0 x x 
0 x x 
0 0 
0 0 
x x 
x x 
x x 1. 
Here the additional zeros in row I and 2, which are not enforced by the 
elimination with Pz, must occur because U(‘) is still unitary. 
If Iu’lf’l> lu(,l,)l, then we set P, = P(2,3,z& ). Otherwise we define 
P3 = PC&&u, * (2) ). Then we have 
x x 0 0 0 
~(3)=~wpH= 
3 I i “0 0 0 0 x x x 0 0 x x x 0 0 x x x I> 
and we set 
I 
1 0 0 0 0 
0 x x 0 0 
v’s’=pH= 
3 
0 r x 0 
0 0 0 1 
 0 0  0. 1 0 1 
The additional zeros in Uc3) must appear because of the unitarity of iJc3). We 
have thus transformed the eigenvalue problem of U to a pencil problem 
iJC3’ - AV”’ = P2 P,( u - AI) PFP;P;. 
One can now proceed in exactly the same way on the bottom 
submatrix of U(3), creating a Householder matrix P4 such that 
U(4) 5 p,U’a’p,H = 
0 0 0 x x 
3 X 3 unitary 
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In principle one would have to form Vc4) = PVc3’P4H to ensure that the 
pencil Uc4) - AVc4) has the same eigenvalues as “U. But as P4 has as leading 
3 x 3 principal submatrix the identity, we see that Vc4) = Vc3). 
Finally a Householder transformation Pz from the right hand side 
eliminates the (3,5) or (4,5) entry in Uc4), leading to 
1 x x 0 0 0 u(S)= u@‘p,H = ; ; 0 0 0 x x 0 . 
0 0 x x 0 
0 0 0 0 x 
1 
Note that forming V (5) = V’4’pH = V’a’pH from V c3) does not require any 
arithmetic operation. It is just s:oring the’essential part of Pp in the bottom 
principal 2x2 block. For arbitrary dimension we get: 
ALGORITHM 2.23 (Reduction of a unitary matrix to a Schur parameter 
pencil). Given a unitary n X n matrix U, n > 2, this algorithm computes 
unitary n x n matrices Q,G,,G, E CnXn such that G, = QUQHG, and G, - 
AG, is a Schur parameter pencil. U is overwritten by G,. 
Initialize Q = I and G, = I. 
FOR k = 1,3,5,. . . ,2[(n + 1)/2] - 3 
Compute Z= P(k +l,n,u,k). 
Update U = ZUZH and Q = ZQ. 
IF h+kl 2 IUk+i,& THEN K=k+l ELSE K=k. _ 
Compute Z = P(k +2,n,uK*). 
Update U = ZUZH and Q = ZQ. 
Compute N= P(k +1,k+2,uK*). 
Update U = UNH and G, = G,NH. 
REMARK 2.24. 
(i) Note that in step k of the algorithm the special form of the current 
matrix G, makes G, commute with all Householder matrices created in 
steps k + l,..., 2[(n + 1)/21- 3. 
(ii) If the computation of the Householder matrices and the updates are 
performed according to [lo, pp. 40, 411, then this algorithm, without explic- 
itly forming Q, requires essentially $n” flops, half the number of flops which 
are necessary to perform Algorithm 2.20. If a unitary matrix pencil U - AV is 
given, it will even be slightly less expensive to compute WH and apply 
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Algorithm 2.23 to this product, costing essentially gn” flops against tn” for 
applying Algorithm 2.20. 
(iii) Note that if this algorithm is applied to UVH, then G, - AG, = 
Q(WH - hI)QHG, = QV(VHQHG,)- AG,. Thus if we set 
(2.25) P = VHQHGI, 
then Q and P are unitary matrices for which 
(2.26) QUP = G, and QVP = G,. 
(iv) Note that the first column vector of Q, constructed in the algorithm 
above, is e,. 
3. UNIQUENESS OF THE REDUCTION TO A SCHUR 
PARAMETER PENCIL 
In this section we will show that the transformation of a unitary pencil 
U - AV to Schur parameter pencils G, - AC, = Q”(V - AV) P is uniquely 
determined up to scaling with unitary diagonal matrices, if the first column of 
Q or P is fixed and the complementary Schur parameters are nonzero. As a 
consequence of these considerations we are led to a Lanczos-like process 
which creates the Schur parameters and the column vectors of the transform- 
ing matrices. The uniqueness allows to develop an implicit QR method to 
solve the eigenvalue problem for a Schur parameter pencil. 
DEFINITION 3.1. A Schur parameter pencil is called unreduced if all 
complementary Schur parameters are nonzero. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let Q, P E CnXn be unitary matrices which transform the 
unitary pencil U - AV into an unreduced Schur parameter pencil G, - AG, = 
Q”(U - AV)P. Zf the first column vector q* 1 of Q or the first column vector 
p, 1 of P is fixed, then this transformation is uniquely determined up to 
scaling with unitary diagonal matrices, i.e., rJ Q”(U - AV)P = G, - AG, is 
another unitary transformation into a Schur parameter pencil, and if q* 1 = 
q_* 1, p* 1 = p * 1, then there exist unitary diagonal matrices AI, A, such that 
G, - AG, = A’f<G, - AGJA,, Q = QA,, and P’ = PA,. 
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Proof. Because 
(3.3) U = QG,PH and V=QG,PH, 
we get WH = QG,GfQH and VUH = QG,GfQH, and therefore for any 
iEN 
(3.4) (WH)iq,.=Q(G,Gf)iel and (VUH)iq,,=Q(G,Gf)iel 
Define the n X n matrices 
(3.5) 
K=[q,l,wH~*I,v~Hq*~,(WH)2~*I’...’(WH)i~*l~(V~H)irl*11...] 
and 
(3.6) 
R=[ e,,G,G,He,,G,G,He,, (G,G$+. ., (GoG$y (G,G$+. . .I. 
It is not difficult to check that R is an upper triangular matrix, whose 
diagonal entries are products of the complementary Schur parameters. R is 
therefore nonsingular. 
Substituting (3.4) for the columns of K, we derive 
K=QR, 
which is a QR decomposition of K. Because of the uniqueness of the QR 
decomposition, Q is uniquely determined up to postmultiplying with a 
unitary diagonal matrix A,. 
Analogously we get for the n X n matrices 
R= [P*1 ,UHVp*,,VHUp*,,~UHV)2p*,,...,(UHV)i~*~,(V~H)i~*,~... ) 1 
R=[ e,,G~G,e,,G:'G,e,,(G~G~)2~~,...,(G,HG,)ie,,(GPG,)ie,,...] 
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is a QR decomposition, where P is uniquely determined up to postmultiply- 
ing with a unitary diagonal matrix. 
From (3.3) we have on one hand 
(3.7) P = VHQG, 
and on the other 
(3.8) Q = VPGf. 
Thus if 9 * i is given, the first column of Equation (3.7) sho_ws that p * 1 = 
aiVH9 .+ i, where [ai ( = 1. Thus K is uniquely defined, and K up to a factor 
cyi. Analogously, if p * i is given, then (3.8) shows 9* i = Vp, r(Yr, so that l? is 
uniquely defined and K up to a scalar factor (II,. n 
REMARK 3.9. 
(i) An immediate consequence of Theorem 3.2 is the uniqueness of the 
unitary transformation to an unreduced normalized Schur parameter pencil. 
If G, - AG, = QH(U - AV)P in the theorem above is an unreduced and 
normalized Schur parameter pencil and 6, - AG, = Q”<V - AV)F is a nor- 
malized Schur parameter pencil, then Q = 0, P = P’, and G, - AC, = 6, - 
Ace if 9*i=9*i or p,r=$,i. 
(ii) Moreover, if we reduce the unitary matrix V to a normalized Schur 
parameter pencil 6, - AG, using Algorithm 2.23 and 2.8 or 2.20 and 2.8, 
and if G, - AG, is unreduced, then the normalized Schur parameters are 
exactly those of the Hessenberg condensed form (1.1) of V. This can easily 
be seen by observing that the algorithms in Section 2 produce a transforma- 
tion matrix Q whose first column is the first unit vector [see Remarks 
2.21(iii) and 2.24(iv)], such that 
(3.10) QHVQ = cotif, or QH( V - AZ)Qc, = 6, - AC,. 
The transformation QfVQo = H of (1.1) to unreduced upper Hessenberg 
form with real positive subdiagonal entries has e, as the first column vector 
of Qa. The subsequent construction of a unitary Qi in [l] such that 
Q?HQI = G,G,H, where G, - AG, is the normalized unreduced Schur pa- 
rameter pencil from (1.41, (IS), can be seen to have also e, as the first 
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column vector of Qi. We thus have 
QrQfuQoQl = G,G,H, or Q~QoH(U-AZ)QoQIGe=Go-AGe, 
where Q,,Qi has e, as first column vector. Theorem 3.2 now assures that 
Q = QoQl and G, - AG, = G, - AG,. 
The proof of Theorem 3.2 has shown that transforming U - AV to Schur 
parameter pencils can be considered as orthonormalization processes for the 
columns of K or Z?. On the other hand it can be shown that if K is 
nonsingular and has a QR decomposition K = QR, then P = VHQG, trans- 
forms R to upper triangular form PHg = fi, and Q”(U - AV)P is a Schur 
parameter pencil. This suggests that the columns of Q and P can also be 
determined by a Lanczos-like process. 
We describe such a process for the special case V = 1. Let U, Q, P E C n Xn 
be unitary such that QH(U - AZ)P = G, - AG, is an unreduced normalized 
Schur parameter pencil. Then P = QG,, and Q, G,,G, are uniquely deter- 
mined if the first column, q* 1 of Q is fixed. The diagonal blocks of G, and 
G, are denoted by 
[ :z” z] for k =I,...,n-I and [r,,] 
according to Definition 2.1(u). 
Q satisfies the equations 
(3.11) UQG, = QG, 
and 
(3.12) UHQG, = QG,. 
Let k l (l,..., R - 1) be odd; then the k th and k + 1st columns of (3.11) and 
(3.12), respectively, read 
(3.13) Uk_iuq,,-, + Yk-lUq*k = - Ykq*k + akq*k+l> 
(3.14) o,uHq,, + ykuHq,k+i = - Yk+lq*k+l+ ak+1q*k+2. 
Herewedefineq,,=Oandy,=aa=l. 
Because the ok, uk + 1 are all nonzero, it is obvious that q * 2,. . . , q * n can 
be determined from q* 1 by alternately evaluating (3.13) and (3.14). In each 
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step we can get yk and yk+ 1 from the k th and k + 1st columns of (3.11) and 
(3.12), respectively, as 
(3.15) 
- yk = &k(uk-@/Sk-, + yk-1U9*k)7 
- yk+i = 9:k+l(UkuH9,k + ?kuH9*k+l). 
As USUal, the uk,uk+l can be derived from normalizing the intermediate 
vectors from (3.13), (3.14): Define 
(3.16) Wk+i =ok-$9,,-, + yk-&%*k + Ykq*kp 
(3.17) 
Then 
wk+2 = uk” 
H 
q*k + YkuHh k+l + Yk+19* k+l’ 
(3.18) ok = llwk+r1/2 and uk+l = Ilwk+2ll2. 
We thus are led to the following algorithm. 
ALGORITHM 3.19 (Unitary Lanczos-like algorithm). Given a unitary ma- 
trix U E CnX”, n > 1, and a vector 91 EC” with 119,ll2 = 1, this algodun 
COmpUkS paraUE!tCrs yl,...,y[Ec, uI,...pu~-IE~+ with lYki2+uk2=1 
for k=l , . , . , I - 1 and lyrl = 1 and orthonormal vectors 91,. . . ,9[, such that 
the rr X 1 matrix Qr =[9r, . . ..qll satisfies 
[Z/21 12 + l/21 
UQI,~~ G,j(Y,j) = QZ Jcl G2j-I(Y2j-I)> 
where the Ck(yk) are of the corresponding dimension 1. 
Set y0 = 1, a,, = 1, 9a = 0, and w, = 9i. 
Initialize k = 1. 
WHILE Uk_l>o and k<n DO 
1 
Compute 9k = --w 
uk-l 
k. 
IF k is odd THEN M=U ELSE M=UH. 
Compute 
zk+l = Uk-l&k-, + Yk-l@k, Yk = - 9.?k+u 
wk+l =zk+l + ykqk? and Uk = lbk+1112. 
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4. A STABILITY ANALYSIS OF THE TRANSFORMATION TO A 
SCHUR PARAMETER PENCIL 
In this section we present a stability analysis for Algorithm 2.23, which 
transforms a given unitary n X n matrix U to a Schur parameter pencil. We 
repeat it here for easier reference in indexed form, dropping the computation 
of Q. Note that Householder reflections are Hermitian. 
Initialize U, = U, V, = I. 
FOR k=1,3,5 ,..., 2 [n+1/2]-3 
Compute Pk = P(k + 1, n, z&.$l)). 
Update ZJ, = Pk U, _ , Pk. 
IF h&t > b(kk!l,ki THEN K=k+l ELSE K=k _ 
Compute Pk + 1 = P(k + 2, n, t& 1. 
Update W, = Pk+lUk Pk+l. 
Compute Nk + 1 = P(k + 1 k +2,uc,k?). 
Update U,+, =WkNk+r, Gk+i =vk-,Nk+,. 
Observe that with 
we have Us = G,, V, = G,. 
In exact arithmetic the first 2k rows and columns of uak are already in 
final form, i.e., they are block diagonal with 2 ~2 blocks. Observe that the 
zeros are produced in different ways: Those in columns 1,3,. . . ,2 k - 1 and 
those in rows 1 3 9 ,..., 2k - 1 (if for simplicity we assume always K odd) 
result from elimination by some Pi or Ni and will vanish even if uak is not 
unitary, while the others are due to the unitarity of u,k. However, this 
property is destroyed in the course of the computation, and we have to 
estimate also the error which is introduced by setting those elements to zero. 
In practice this would be done as soon as possible, i.e. when forming Wk and 
wkNk+,. It is, however, easily seen that the final result tis is the same if we 
postpone this setting to zero to the end of the algorithm. This observation 
facilitates the analysis by allowing us to consider this effect separately. 
In the first part we follow closely the error analysis given in 
119, p.157 ff.] f or f orming a sequence of similarity transformations with 
Householder reflections. 
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Let eps denote the machine precision, let r = 12.36eps, and denote by 
fl(AB) the result of the floating point multiplication of matrices A and B. We 
make extensive use of the following estimate derived in [19, p. 1601. 
If P is a Householder reflection, p the actual computed P, n eps < 0.1, 
and A any matrix, then 
Here 1) lie, (I 1)s are the Euclidean and the spectral norm, respectively. If 
Q = fl( FA), then a further floating point multiplication by P leads to the 
estimate 
Q ~QIIE + xllAll ~<~(2+x)llAlI~= [(1++1]liAlle. 
Instead of V,, Pk, W,, etc., the numerical calculation using floating point 
operations yields matrices &, pk, gk, etc. Applying the estimate (4.3) twice 
to A = Vk_l, P = Pk, and to A = V,, P = Pk+l gives 
IlW,-P P v _ P P. II +++)4-1]IIi7&JE, kil k k 1 k L+l E’ 
(4.4) 
and similarly 
II&+, - P,+,P,v,_,P,p,_,N,+,I(, < [(I+ X)5-1]IiUI-_111E> 
(4.5) 
Ilt?k+,llE 6 (I+ x)51i~k-,llE* 
Now we get from (4.4), (4.5) 
(4.6) I/v, - Pii *. . P,P,V,P, * * * P,N,N, * * * N:ll~ 
~[(1+~)5-l](lIvJE+Il~~IlE+ **. +Il&_&) 
d((l+~)fii-l)IIvJE “$ixllv,lI~,<~(n -1)x&. 
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The result for the second factor is much simpler. Because v, = c, is the 
direct sum of 2 x 2 matrices, each of which satisfies (4.21, we have 
(4.7) IIV, - VaIla < x, 
where V, = N, N4 . . . NE. 
As mentioned above, we have now to replace the other elements outside 
the 2 X 2 diagonal blocks of 0, = W by zero. Denote the resulting matrix by 
W, and recall that W is identical to the final result 4 of the algorithm. We 
have to estimate IIW - WllE. 
For this we use the fact established in (4.6) that there exists a unitary 
matrix R such that 
(4.8) IIW - NE < E. 
Here E = q(n - 1)&x is small, so that we can neglect O(ea) terms. 
Let X=WW”-1, X=W”W-Z.Then 
(4.9) IIXIIE = llww” - R.n”IIE 
and similarly 
(4.10) ImE < (2+ E)E = 2E. 
Consider now for k = 3,. . . , n the scalar product frk = wz rw * k of columns 1 
and k of W. This is, due to the special form of W, equal to wzki5a,, i.e. 
(4.11) 
- 
Xlk = W2kW21> k =3,...,n. 
We had assumed K = 1, i.e. lwzll > 1~~~1. As 1~111~ + Iw2112 -I= 21, and 
If,,1 < 2~ by (4.91, we get, up to a term of order E, 
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and hence, up to order l 2, by (4.11), 
Repeating this argument, we get 
(4.12) I~s~,~l G ti&-r,kl, k=2r+l,..., n, r=1,2 ,..., 
up to order 6’. 
Similarly, by considering rows and X instead of X, 
(4.13) IW/J < filq&J> k=Zr+l,..., n, r=1,2 ,..., 
and hence, by squaring and adding (4.12) and (4.131, 
(IW- l@ll”, Q Be’. 
Here we have used (4.9), (4.10) and the symmetry of X and X. 
Returning to the previous notation, we get that Algorithm 2.3 produces 
block diagonals 0s = 6, and vE = c, such that 
In other words, the computed pencil 6, - h~?~ is unitarily equivalent to 
U + AU - A(Z + AZ), where 
(4.14) 
IIAUII z~?j(1+2&)(n-1)&12.36eps, 
1lAZ)ls Q 12.36eps. 
Hence the algorithm is backward stable. 
We want to emphasize the importance of the pivoting used in the 
algorithm, which allows the estimates (4.121, (4.13). 
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5. A QZ-LIKE METHOD FOR A SCHUR PARAMETER PENCIL 
For the computation of eigenvalues of a Schur parameter pencil G, - AG, 
the QR algorithm ([8, 9, 151; see also e.g. [lo]) could be applied to 
U = G,Gf. It should first unitarily transform U to upper Hessenberg form 
U,, = WHUW and then create a sequence of unitary upper Hessenberg 
matrices (Vi), E N + with 
(5.1) ‘i+l = WiH vi wi ) 
where Wi stems from a QR decomposition Vi - piI = W,R, with a suitable 
shift pj E C for the single shift version, or from a QR decomposition 
(Ui - /.L~Z)(U~ - BiZ)= W,R, with suitable pi,ei E @ for the double shift 
version. 
The QZ algorithm [16], h h w ic would correspond to an implicit version of 
the QR algorithm for GOGf, could be applied to G,,G, directly. 
In any case the initial reduction to Hessenberg form, or Hessenberg- 
upper triangular form for the QZ algorithm, destroys the special form of the 
matrices G,, G,. 
In [ll] it has been shown that the normalized Schur and complementary 
Schur parameters of the Hessenberg matrix Vi + 1 in the QR algorithm can be 
computed from the parameters of its predecessor Vi with O(n) flops. Here 
we will briefly sketch a method which is based on the QR algorithm applied 
to G,Gf without initial reduction to Hessenberg form. We will show that 
each iterate is then of the same form again, and because of the uniqueness of 
the reduction to a Schur parameter pencil the iterates can be computed by an 
implicit version of this QR algorithm. This leads to a QR-like algorithm for 
G, - AG,, where each iteration step is a “bulge chasing” process leading 
from one Schur parameter pencil to another. For the following we assume 
that the reader is familiar with the techniques of the QR algorithm. 
It is easy to see that the special pentadiagonal form G,Gf is preserved 
throughout the QR algorithm. We remark that it can even more generally be 
shown that the QR algorithm preserves any upper and lower profile of a 
normal matrix. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let G, - AG, be an unreduced Schur parameter pencil. Let 
~.L.,~EC, andlet 
(5.3) ( G,G; - pz) = wR 
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and 
(5.4) (G,G,H - pZ)( G,G,H - OZ) = lh? 
be QR decompositions. Then there exist Schur parameter pencils e, - AC?, 
and CO - Ati, such that WHG,Gf W = CO&q and tiHG,Gf@ = c,6:. The 
leading n - 2 and n - 3 pairs of complementary Schur parameters of C, - AC, 
and 6, - AG,, respectively, are nonzero. Zf p, 8 are not eigenvalues of 
G,Gf, then these new Schur parameter pencils are unreduced. 
Proof. For CL = 0 the first part of the lemma is trivial, because 
then W = G,G,“n for some unitary diagonal matrix A and therefore 
WHG,GfW = AHG,G,Hh. In this case (5.4) leads to G,,GS - tZZ = __ 
(G,G,HjH WR and 
Thus the second part of the lemma reduces to the first part for a single 
shifted matrix. 
Let p # 0. Then from (5.3) we get Gr - pG7 = GrWR. Because G, - 
AG, is unreduced, the matrix Gf - pG7 is tridiagonal with all nonzero 
entries in its subdiagonals. Its first n - 1 column vectors are therefore 
linearly independent, and thus R is of the form 
R= 
where R 1 is an (n - 1) X (n - 1) nonsingular upper triangular matrix. Equa- 
tion (5.3) then implies, with a suitable b E Cn-‘, 
0 
(5.5) (G,G:-Pi) R;’ 
[ I : = w o .f. o rfn . 0 [ 1 0 . . . 01 
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But then 
(5.6) 0 .!. o rb 
nn I 
0 = WHG,G,H(G,G,H - pI) : 
0 
0 1 I 
which shows that the lower profile of WHG,G: W is that of G,G:. 
As a normal matrix G,Gf commutes with (G,GfjH, so we get from (5.5) 
and (5.3) 
(5.7) 
0 
z : 
0 
bH i= nn 
0 
RFH : 
0 
0 . . . 0 1 
[ (G,G~)~ - ~Z]G,G;W 
=,G,HRH, 
which shows that the upper profile of G,Gq is preserved. Thus W HG,Gf W 
is unitary and of the same special pentadiagonal (or block tridiagonal) form as 
G,Gr. It is easy to show that it can therefore be written as G,G,“, where 
G, - AC?, is a Schur parameter pencil. That its first n - 1 pairs of comple- 
mentary Schur parameters have to be nonzero follows from (5.6) and (5.7), 
becau_se the diagonal entries of R, are nonzero. These equations also show 
that G, - hG, is unreduced if p is not an eigenvalue of G,Gf, because then 
R itself has all diagonal entries nonzero. 
For the double shifted matrix we get from (5.4) 
(5.8) (G, - wG,)(G,H - OG,") = G,G,HL@i. 
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Let ~1 and 8 be nonzero. Then this is a QR decomposition of the pentadiago- 
nal matrix (G, - pG,)(Gf - eGf>, whose second subdiagonals have all 
nonzero entries, because G, - AG, is unreduced. The first n -2 columns are 
therefore linearly independent, which implies that the leading n -2 dimen- 
sional principal submatrix fii, of R is nonsingular. In a completely analogous 
way to the proof above, with R, replaced by R,, the theorem’s statement can 
be proved for WHG,GfW. n 
REMARK 5.9. 
(i) Note that in the proof above we made use of the fact that G,G,” is 
normal only to show that the profiles are preserved. 
(ii) As a consequence of the considerations of the lemma one finds that 
the eigenvalue problem can be deflated if p or 8 is an eigenvalue: If /.L is an 
eigenvalue, then it can easily be seen that the last pair of complementary 
Schur parameters in G, - A&, has to be zero. Likewise, if p or 8 is an 
eigenvalue, then at least the last or next to last pair of complementary Schur 
parameters of G, - AC, has to be zero. 
Thus if we apply the QR algorithm to U, = G,,Gf without initial reduc- 
tion to Hessenberg form, we get a sequence of unitary matrices Vi+ i = 
WjHUiWi, where each Vi can be written as Vi = GF)GF)“, with GF’- AG?’ a 
Schur parameter pencil. Without loss of generality we may assume that these 
pencils are unreduced. Otherwise the problem can be split into smaller 
dimensional eigenvalue problems for unreduced Schur parameter pencils 
(see Example 2.22). 
We therefore get the special QR algorithm 
(5.10) G(O) = G 0 0) G(O) = G e er 
and for i=I,2,..., 
(5.11) (t~+i=) G~+‘)Gy+l)H=W,HG~‘G!i’HWi (=W”U,w,), 
where Wi stems from a QR decomposition 
(5.12) ( Ui - piI = ) GF)G2jH - piI = W,R, 
in the single shifted version, or from a QR decomposition 
(5.13) 
[(vi -Piz)(ui -8,z) =] (~~)~p~-p~z)(G~Vp~-e,z) =KR, 
in the double shifted version. 
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The transformation to an unreduced Schur parameter pencil is uniquely 
determined, up to unitary scaling, if the first column of the transformation 
matrix is given. Therefore we can derive G: + ‘) - AC: + ‘), up to scaling, from 
Gr) - AC:’ by any unitary transformation Q”(GF’ - hGc’)Pi to Schur pa- 
rameter pencils, for which the first column of Qj coincides with a scalar 
multiple of the first column of Wi. This will be used in the following to 
derive an implicit single shifted version of the QR algorithm above. For the 
double shifted version we will proceed slightly differently. 
In the remainder of this section we describe one such iteration step, 
deriving Gr + 1) _ ,+Gc+ 1) from G!) - AGF’, first for the single shifted and 
then for the double shifted version. For ease of notation we omit the super- 
and subscript i. 
Define 
(5.14) z=(G,-pG,)e,= 
and Q,” = P(1,2, z) with Q,“z + ke,. Because Geei = oOel for an laOI = 1, we 
get with (5.12): 
Qoke, = z = (G,Gf - pI)G,e, = WRG,e, = WRa,e,. 
Thus the first column of Q. is a scalar multiple of the first column of W. 
The pencil Qt(G, - AG,) d ff i ers from Schur parameter pencils only by 
three additional entries. It is of the form 
(5.15) 
x x 
x x 
x x 
Q,HG, = x x 
[ j 
x x 
x x 
. . 
+ + 
r x x 
Q,HG,= “xx , 
x x 
. . 
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where + denotes an additional possibly nonzero entry. Applying Algorithm 
2.20 to Qt(G, - pG,) reduces this pencil by unitary transformations Q, P 
such that 
(5.16) QHQ;( G, - AG,) P = co - Ad, 
is a Schur parameter pencil again. 
The first column of Q is e,, such that the product QoQ has as first 
column a scalar multiple of the first column of W. Thus G,,G, must be, up 
to unitary scaling, the matrices Gy+‘),Gr+‘) which one QR step, (5.11) with 
(5.12), produces. 
It remains to show that this reduction is an O(n) process in this case. 
The first step of the reduction eliminates the (1,2) and (1,3) entries in 
QtG, by a Householder transformation PO. Because only columns 1 through 
3 are involved in this operation, we get for G,, 1 = QtG, PO and G,, = 
Q,HG, PO 
(5.17) 
G 0,l = 
x x + 
z + : x x 
+ + x x 
x x 
x x 
Cl= I 
X 
x x 
x x 
x x 
x x 
. . 
The next step eliminates the (3,l) and (4,l) entries in G, 1 by a Householder 
transformation QF involving only rows 2 through 4. This leads to the 
intermediate step forms 
(5.18) 
Q?G,,, = 
x 
x r + + 
+ + 
: : ; x 
x 
. . 
The (2,4) entry in QFG,, must be zero, because the first column is 
perpendicular to the fourth. Thus if the new (2,l) entry is nonzero, the (2,4) 
entry must vanish. If the (2,l) entry is zero, then in G,,, the first column 
was a multiple of e,, and Qr = I. 
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Thus to complete the eliminations in QFG,,, we zero out the (1,3) or 
(2,3) entries by a unitary transformation P,, which only alters columns 2 and 
3. Then G,,, = QFGO,r P, and G,,, = QFG,,, P, are of the forms 
(5.19) 
G 0.2 = 
x x 
x x 
x x 
x x 
x x 
x x 
. . I 
X 
x 
G e,2 = r 
X 
: 
+ 
+ 
X 
X 
+ 
+ 
X 
X 
We now eliminate the (4,2) entry in G,,, by a unitary transformation Q,“, 
which only alters rows 3 and 4. This does not change the form of G,,,. Then 
by a Householder transformation P, we combine columns 3, 4, and 5 to 
eliminate the remaining +-entries in QfG,,,. We thus have for G,,, = 
(5.20) 
G 0,3 = 
x x 
x x 
x x + 
: 
+ r x x 
+ + x x 
* . 
G e.3 = 1 
x 
x x 
x x 
x x 
x x 
. . 
The situation is now analogous to the one in (5.17), and by proceeding 
with Algorithm 2.20, in each step we obviously only create two additional 
2 X 2 blocks, the “bulge,” alternately in G,,,j and G,,,j+l. Moreover, one of 
the 2 X2 blocks has only two nonzero entries. The elimination chases the 
bulge along the diagonals to restore the Schur parameter pencils again. This 
is obviously an O(n) process. 
The double shifted version of the QR iteration, (5.11) and (5.131, is used 
for real matrices to allow the computation to stay in real arithmetic. Let us 
therefore assume that G, - AG, is a real Schur parameter pencil and that 
/.L + fI and /_LB are real. Then all the matrices in (5.13) are real. 
We observe first that 
(5.21) p, = G(j’Gc’TWi t 
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is another orthogonal matrix which produces the next iteration Vi+ 1 = 
Gz+‘)G!“+l)H of the QR algorithm, because 
(5.22) $,rG(‘)G(“)rW, = W.rG;‘G”‘TW, = G(‘+‘)G(“+‘)r. t 
We can therefore alsoederive 6’:“’ _ ,Ci+ 1: 
0 e 
up to orthogonal scaling, by 
any unitary transformation Q,(G, ?‘) - AGz)TPi to Schur parameter pencils, for 
which the first column of Qi coincides with a scalar multiple of the first 
column of wi. We omit the iteration step index i again. Note that in the 
following the whole computation stays in real numbers. Define 
x 
x 
(5.23) z=(G,-~G,)(G~-f9G~)el= i . 
II 0 
Let Q,’ = P(1,3, z) be the H ouseholder transformation for which 
(5.24) Q$ = ke,. 
Then we have with (5.13) 
Thus the first column of Q0 is a scalar multiple of the first column of I@. 
The pencil Qi(G, - AG,) differs from Schur parameter pencils only by 
10 additional entries. We get 
I 
x 
: 
(5.25) Q,TG, = 
I 
t 
Q,TG, = + 
x + + 
+ + 5 x x 
x x 
x x 
x x 
+ + 
x x 
x x 
x x 
x x 
. . I 
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Algorithm 2.20 now restores Schur parameter pencils again with real arith- 
metic such that 
(5.26) Q’Q;( G, - AG,) P = co - AC,. 
P, Qr are orthogonal, and the first column of QaQ is a scalar multiple of the 
first column of W. Thus G;, - AG, is, up to orthogonal scaling, just G$+ ‘) - 
hGy+ ‘) from (5.11). As in the single shift version of the algorithm, we watch 
the performance of two major steps of this elimination. The first step 
eliminates the (1,2), (1,3) in entries in QiG,, just as in the single shift 
version, by a Householder transformation P,. We get here for G,, r = QZG, P, 
and G,,, = QiG, PO 
(5.27) 
G 0,l = G e,1= 
‘X 
x x 
x x 
x x 
x x 
. . 1. 
The next step eliminates the entries in columns and rows 3 and 4 of G, r, 
up to the leading 2 X 2 principal submatrix, by orthogonal transformations QT 
and P,. Only rows and columns 2 through 4 are altered. The resulting 
G,,, =QTG,, 1 P, and G,, I = QTG,, r P, are of the form 
(5.28) G,,, = 
x 
x 
x x 
x x 
x x 
x x 
G = e.2 
X 
x x + + 
+ + 
: : x x 
+ + x x 
x x 
x x 
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Algorithm 2.20 then continues by eliminating the “off Schur parameter 
pencil” entries in G, e with orthogonal transformations Ql, Pz leading to 
G,,, = QiG,,, Pz and ‘Ge,3 = QrG,,, P2 of the forms 
(5.29) 
[ 
x 
x 
G 0,3 = 
x 
G e,3 = 
x 
x 
x x + 
+ rc I x 
+ + x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x x 
x x 
X 
X 
+ 
+ 
X 
X 
. . I7 
X 
X . 
Here we have a situation analogous to (5.27), and Algorithm 2.20 now 
obviously proceeds with the reduction to Schur parameter pencils, creating 
in each step only two additional 2 X 2 blocks alternately in G,,,j and GO,ej + 1. 
So this again results in an O(n) process. 
REMARK 5.30. Following a usual simple strategy in the QR algorithm 
for the single shift version of the algorithm, one might choose p to be the last 
diagonal entry of G,Gf. For the double shifted version p., 8 would then be 
chosen as the eigenvalues of the trailing 2 X 2 principal submatrix of G,Gf. 
In a forthcoming paper it will be shown that the use of the “Wilkinson shift” 
leads to global convergence of our algorithm in the single shifted case, and so 
does the abovementioned choice for the double shift in the real case. The 
proofs are fairly simple and proceed in analogy to the proofs of global 
convergence for the real symmetric tridiagonal QR algorithm. 
One might also think of using the shift strategy in [7], for which global 
convergence can be proved. In [I31 and [14] global convergence for the 
single shifted unitary Hessenberg QR algorithm is shown using different 
shift techniques. Practical experience there suggests that the use of unimodu- 
lar shifts yields the most rapid convergence. This topic will need some 
further investigation for our algorithms. 
Finally we remark that the idea of this QR-like method carries over to a 
method working with upper Hessenberg matrices. In particular this leads to 
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a real arithmetic version of the unitary Hessenberg QR based on Schur 
parameters. Such an algorithm has not been known before. 
If we use the notation of (2.4) and (2.5) and write 
[(n + o/21 
(5.31) GO= n G2j_,(a,j_1,Pzj-1~52j--l,772i-1) 
j=l 
and 
then the eigenvalue problem G, - AG, is equivalent to the eigenproblem for 
the upper Hessenberg matrix 
as we pointed out in Section 1. During a QR iteration step we can now 
always keep the matrix in this n-factorized form. 
If Qk and Q& are the unitary matrices which reduce z = (Ha - pl)e, 
or z = (Ho - PIXH, - 8Z)e,, respectively, to a multiple of e,, then due to 
the special forms of the matrices, we get 
Q 0, s and Qo,d are of the forms 
I 
x x 
x x 
Qo,s = 1 Qo,d = 
x x x 
x x x 
x x x 
1 
1 
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These matrices, Q&ZZoQo,,, and QzdHoQ,,d are essentially of the n-fac- 
tored form (5.33) with few additional entries in the first and second or first 
and third elementary reflector, respectively. For ease of notation we omit the 
parameters in Gj(~j,pj,tj,~j) and assume that (Y,, = 1, i.e. GO = I. Then we 
have, with Gy = Q&G, and Gi = G2Q0,s, 
(5.34) 
and 
(5.35) 
1 
Q%fQo,d =(QGG&(G~Q~.~)G~ 
1 
+ + 
+ 
: x x 
+ x x 
1 
1 
G,G, . . . G, 
1 
... 1 1 
G,.-SC,,. 
For these matrices we can now restore the proper n-factored form again by 
sequentially eliminating the additional “ + ” entries. We will only briefly 
sketch this for the single shifted version, i.e. for the matrix in (5.34). It works 
analogously for the double shifted QR. 
For (5.34) let QB be the Householder transformation, which eliminates 
the entries (2,1),(3,1) in GZQ,,. and sets the (1,l) entry to 1. Then we get, 
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with G: = Q&GIQI and Gi = Q~GzQo,., 
H, = ( Q:,G~Q~)( Q$2Qo,,)G3G4 . . . G, = GW3G4 . . . Gn 
x x + 
+ 
: : x 
1 I_ 
1 
x x 
x x 
1 G,G,-**G,. 
1_ 
Let Q,” and Pz be unitary matrices which, as in Algorithm 2.20, eliminate 
the “+ ” entries (3,1),(3,2) and (1,3),(2,3) in the first matrix and set the 
(3,3) entry to 1. Th en with Gf = QfGiP, and Gi = PEGi and Gi = G,Q, 
we get 
H, = Q%Q~ = (~3%)( p,HG)(G,Q,)G, 
= I 
x 
x 
X 
X 
X 
1 
1 
1 
+ 
+ 
. . 
1 
+ 
x x 
x x 
II 
1 
x x 
x x 
1 
‘L 
1 
. . 
1 
7 . . 
*4 
..G 
n 
=GzGzG’G . ..G 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 
G,. 
At this point Gz and Gi are in the same situation as Gy and Gi in (5.34), 
and we now can proceed analogously to eliminate the additional “ + ” entries 
in Gk and the thereby created “ + ” entries in Gz. 
Inductively it can now be shown that in this way the bulge is chased 
through all n factors to the end, where it is absorbed by G,_ i and G,. 
For the double shifted real version we get an analogous result. But that 
process is rather difficult to understand. 
This way of performing a QR iteration step on the unitary Hessenberg 
matrix H, can be trimmed to compute the same new set of Schur parameters 
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and complementary Schur parameters, as one step of our QR-like method on 
the pencil G, - AG, does. It can also be modified to produce normalized 
Schur parameters starting from an H, in (3.33) which has normalized Schur 
parameters only. In this case the single shifted version coincides with the 
unitary Hessenberg QR method in [8]. 
However, even though it is possible to stay in an upper Hessenberg 
formulation of the unitary QR algorithm, as indicated above, we believe that 
the use of the Schur parameter pencil notation is more useful. The OR-like 
iteration working with this condensed form is much easier to understand, in 
particular for the double shifted version, and it represents a closer analogy to 
the symmetric QR iteration. Moreover, the Schur parameter pencils easily 
reveal a relation to a unitary Lanczos-like method, which also might turn out 
to behave in large parts analogously to the symmetric Lanczos method. 
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